Mutation patterns in the chemokine CXC receptor 4 gene subfamily.
Six representative CXCR4 mRNAs of fish, amphibia, birds, and mammals were selected to study the pattern of conservation/mutation of the individual nt of the coding sequences. According to an arbitrary conservation index ranging from 1 to 6, the indexes of conservation were: 5.04 for the first nt of coding triplets; 5.34 for the second nt of triplets, and 3.75 for the third nt of triplets. The average conservation index of the individual triplets was 4.71. The conservation index of the seven hydrophobic transmembrane domains was 5.60, while the cumulative conservation index of the intracytoplasmic and extracellular domains was 4.63. Separate autocorrelation and power spectral analyses of the series of conservation indexes for the first nt, the second nt and the triplets demonstrated a modest "basic" positive correlation for about the first 20 lags and accordingly some power concentration at the lower frequencies (long periods). Within the triplets, the correlation was studied between the conservation indexes of nt 1 and 2, 1 and 3, and 2 and 3. Correlations of 1 with 3 and 2 with 3 were positive, but in the range of the basic local correlation, whereas the correlation between the first and second nt was significantly higher. This correlation, together with the higher conservation of the second nt as compared to the first (two patterns also found in the formyl peptide receptors), are likely to have been established by selection processes directed towards a functional conservation or a "functional repair."